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ABSTRACT 
The behaviour of quadratic forms under the extension to the function field of a conic is studied. A 
recent result of Rost is utilized to explain some known results in an elementary way and also to obtain 
some new results. 
Let F be a field of characteristic not two and let K be the function field of a 
conic (1, -a, -b), this conic being an anisotropic quadratic form over F. Then K 
is the field of fractions of the domain R = F[s, t]/(s2 - at2 - b). If cp is a quad- 
ratic form over F we write (PK for the form cp @ K, i.e. the extension of cp to the 
field K. The study of the behaviour of forms under this extension relies on the 
following two well-known facts: 
(1) If cp is a quadratic form over F then there exists an anisotropic form x over 
F such that ((PK),, ? XK, the symbol E denoting isometry of forms, and qan de- 
noting the anisotropic part of cp. (This property is often referred to as the ex- 
cellence property.) 
(2) ker( W(F) + W(K)) = (1, -a, -b,ab) W(F), i.e. any element cp of this 
kernel can be written as cp = p( 1, -a, -b, ab) for some quadratic form p over F, 
W(F), resp. W(K), denoting the Witt ring of quadratic forms over F, resp. K. 
The excellence property (1) was first proved by Arason via algebraic geometry. 
Another proof using a relative version of the Riemann-Roth theorem is given by 
the second author in [VG91, prop. 2.101. The original proof of (2) was by Pfister 
and used transcendental methods, see [SCHAR85,4.5.4]. 
Recently M. Rost [ROST90] obtained an elementary proof of these results. 
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Rost demonstrates the existence of a sequence of forms cp z cpo, cpi, . . , pp, 
(which we will call a sphtting sequence), from which both the form x in (1) and the 
form p in (2) can be obtained. 
Elaborating on Rost’s construction we obtain some further results on splitting 
sequences. There is a degree function defined on the domain R via the natural 
filtration on R, i.e. deg s = deg t = 1. We show that if V, cp is a quadratic space 
which becomes isotropic over K then there exists an isotropic vector w E V @ R 
of degree at most [(dimcp - 1)/2], i.e. w E I’ @ R, where n = [(dimcp - 1)/2]. 
(Here the symbol [] denotes integer part.) 
In Section 1 we explain Rost’s construction and some of its consequences. We 
introduce the notions of splitting index and splitting degree which arise naturally 
from consideration of Rost’s approach. We show these are equal and also in- 
vestigate other invariants defined via these sequences. 
In Section 2 we give an interpretation, in the context of splitting sequences, of 
some known results on quadratic forms and also discuss some examples in this 
light. 
We are indebted to the referee for a comprehensive report which has been of 
great help in writing the revised version of this paper. 
1. ROST’S THEOREM AND THE SPLITTING INDEX 
Let F be a field of characteristic not two and let K be the function field of the 
anisotropic quadratic form (1, -a, 4). Then K is isomorphic to the field of 
fractions of the domain R = F[s, t]/(s’ - at2 - b). 
1.1. Theorem (M. Rost). Let F and K be as above. Let cp be an anisotropic 
quadratic form over F for which (PK is isotropic. Then there exists a natural number 
p, a set of quadratic forms (pi, $i, i = 0, 1, . . . , p, over F, and a set of non-zero ele- 
mentsciofF,i=O,l,..., p-1,suchthat 
(9 90 = (P, 
(ii) (pi N Ci(l,-U)l$i, fori=O,l,..., p- 1, 
(iii) (Pi+1 ~cib (l,-a)l+i, fori=O,l,..., p- 1, 
civ> (((PP)K)an ” ((%)an)K. 
Let cp be as in Theorem 1.1. A sequence cp = cpo, cpi, . . , q,, satisfying proper- 
ties (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 1.1 will be called a splitting sequence for cp. 
The classical facts (1) and (2) mentioned in the introduction are direct con- 
sequences of this theorem as the following corollary shows. 
1.2. Corollary. (1) If cp is an anisotropic quadratic form over F such that (PK is 
isotropic then there exists an anisotropic form x over F such that (VK),, N XK. 
(2) Let cp be an anisotropic quadraticform over F such that (PK is hyperbolic. Let 
D(q) denote the set of non-zero elements of F represented by the form cp. Then for 
any element d E D(q) there is a quadratic form p over F for which p has a diag- 
onalization (d, . . .) and cp II p( 1, -a, -b, ab). 
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Proof of Corollary. (1) Let {cps, (pi, . , ‘pp} be a splitting sequence for van and 
take x = (‘pp),. 
(2) The theorem directly yields that ‘p N (co, cl, . . , q_ i)(l, -a, -b, ub) 
where the symbol N denotes Witt equivalence of forms. 
If (co, Cl, . ..,c,_l)(l,-a,-b,ub) is isotropic over F then there exist elements 
di E D( (1, -a, -b, ab)), i = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1 such that cfrd ci di = 0. NOW by the 
multiplicative property of the Pfister form (1, -a, -b, ab) we see that 
(cO,c,,. ,c,_,)(l,-a,-b,ab)p( CO d 0, cl dl,. . . ,c,_l d,_l)(l,-a,-b,ub). Since 
(codo,cldl,...,~~-~d~~l) is isotropic we find that there exist elements 
c;,c;,...,c;-3 with cp - ( c;,c;,...,c;-3 ) (1, -a, -b, ub). The dimension of the 
right-hand side can be further reduced in this way until we obtain ‘p Y 
( c;, c;, . ) c:‘)(l, -a, -b,ub) f or some natural number r and some elements c; 
inF,i=O,l,..., r. Hence, given an element d E D(y), there exist elements Ji E 
D( (1, -a, -b, ub)), i = 0, 1, , r, such that CIzo c/f; = d. 
Now, by the multiplicative property of (1, -a, -b, ub) again, we have cp 2 
(clfs, c:fi, . . , c,!‘fr)(l, -a, -b, ub) and th e result follows. (The argument above 
was communicated to us by Rost.) 0 
Before explaining the proof of Theorem 1.1 we must define more precisely the 
degree function on the domain R. We can write R = F[t] @ sF[t] and define the 
degree d : R -+ N U {-co} by d(P + sQ) = max{deg P, 1 + deg Q} for P, Q E 
F[t], deg0 = -co. Let R, = {r E R; d(r) I: n}. R is an F-vector space and R, is 
a subspace. The key to proving Theorem 1.1 is the following lemma. 
1.3. Lemma. Let ‘p : V -+ F be an anisotropic quadratic form for which VK is 
isotropic. Suppose that for some n > 1 there is a vector IJ E V @I R, \ V @ R,_ 1 
such that (PK(v) = 0. Then there exists a two-dimensional subspuce L of V such 
that 
(1) cp 1~ N c(1, -u) for some c E F*, 
(2) there is a non-zero V E V @ R,_ 1 such that @K(6) = 0 where (p = 
b((p(L)i (cpIw)andW=L’. 
Proof. We give a proof which was suggested to us by the referee. It is a neater 
proof than the original one in [ROST90]. 
We write v = vo + Cy=i (uist’-’ + wi t’) for zti , wi in V. Let L be the F- 
subspace of V spanned by v, and w, and let c = cp(vn). Now pK(V) = 
cp(&) s2t2fl-2 + 2(v,, w,)@st2n-l + cp(wn) t2n (modulo R2n_ 1) where ( )v is the 
bilinear form associated to cp. Since (PK(u) = 0 and st 2n-1 and t2” are F-inde- 
pendent vectors in R,,/Rz,_ 1 it follows that (w,, wn), = 0 and cp(wn) = -u(p(un). 
This proves (1). 
Now let $ : U --+ F be a quadratic form on a two-dimensional F-vector space 
U and let {v, w} be an orthogonal basis of U with $(v) = c, $(w) = -cu. Define 
the linear map G : U @ K + U 8 K by the matrix (f “,‘) with respect to the basis 
{v, w}. Since s2 - ut2 = b # 0, the map G is a K-vector space isomorphism with 
inverse map given by the matrix (J$ -,“d-“[‘). Moreover (,” i)(g _“,,)(; “,‘) = 
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(Ya) c (d)(-ca)) =(“,” -kJ which implies that +(G( v)) = b$~( JJ) for all y E 
U@K. 
Ifz=vf+wgE U@R,,thenG(z)andG-‘(z)eachareinU@RR,+’.Thusif 
n>2andz#U@RR,_‘thenG(z)$U@RR,_2andG-’(z)@U@RRn_2. 
Nowifn>landf,gER,_‘wewritej=st”-’+f,andg=t”+g.Then 
$(~J‘+w~)~R2~_2ifandonlyifsf-atg~R,_’.Butsg-tf ER,_‘ifand 
only if sf -atgER,_l, so that G-‘(vf+wg) E U@RR,_l if and only if 
sf -atg E R,_I. 
Now, taking U = L with orthogonal basis {v,, wn}, we write the anisotropic 
vector 21 for 9~ in the form u = v,(st”-’ +f) + w,(t” +g) +y where 
f,g E R,_I and y E L’ 63 R,_l. Let U, = v,(st”-’ +f) + w,(t” +g) so that 
v=u,+y,andu,=v,f+w,~. 
NOW $K(u+~) = ~(PK(u) +(PK(Y) for all u E L@ K, and all y E (L@ K)‘. 
Observe that +K(G(u) 6’ + y) = (PK(U + y) and cp~(G(u) +y) = $K(U + y). 
Defining 6 = G-‘(u,) +y we have (PK(‘6) = qK(U, + y) = (PK(u) = 0. We note 
thatv#ObecauseG-‘(u,)#OinL~KandyE(L~K)’.ToshowthatvE 
V @ R, _ 1 it suffices to show G-’ (Us) E L @ R, _ 1. This follows from our earlier 
observations after noting that (PK(u,f + w, g) = ~7’ - acg2 E Rzn ~ 2. This 
proves the lemma. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We use induction on the dimension of pan. Since cp is 
anisotropic but PK is isotropic there exists ?J E V @ R, for some n > 1 with 
(PK(V) = 0. We take n minimal so that ‘u 6 V @ R,_ 1. We take cp’ = (p as in the 
lemma. We can repeat this argument to obtain pi+ 1 from pi as long as (pi is an- 
isotropic. If cpi is isotropic then dim(cpi),, < dim (Pi and in this case we can apply 
induction on dim(cpi),,. In any case we find a sequence of forms cp = 
cpo, cp’ , . , ‘pp satisfying all of the conditions of the theorem. 0 
Splitting sequences. Let cp be as in Theorem 1.1. Recall that a sequence cp = 
(PO,(PI,~.‘, ‘pP satisfying properties (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) of Theorem 1.1 is called 
a splitting sequence for cp. 
Let g = {cpo, cp’, . . , pp} be a splitting sequence for cp. We will write s,(p) = s 
if (ps is isotropic but pi is anisotropic for i = 1,2, . . . , s - 1. 
1.4. Definition. Let ‘p be as in Theorem 1.1, i.e. cp is anisotropic but PK is iso- 
tropic. The splitting index of ‘p is the natural number sK((p) = min{&((p): 0 is a 
splitting sequence for cp}. 
1.5. Definition. Let (V, ‘p) be a quadratic space over F with cp as in Theorem 
1.1. The splitting degree of cp is the natural number SK(q) which is the least integer 
n such that there exists a vector w E V ~3 R, with (PK(w) = 0. (Note that the 
splitting degree of cp does not depend on the representation space V.) 
We will show that the splitting index and the splitting degree coincide. We first 
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need to elaborate some more about Rost’s construction and describe more spe- 
cifically how to obtain a splitting sequence via this construction. 
A splitting sequence cp = cpo, cpl, . . . , ‘pp together with a set of non-zero vectors 
x0,x1,..., xp _ 1 with (cpi @ K)(xi) = 0 will be called a special splitting sequence 
for ‘p if it is constructed in the following way. 
Let cpo = cp. We construct the sequence inductively. Given cpo, cp~, . . , (pi and 
vectors x0, x1,. . . , xi_ 1 we first construct xi and then vi+ 1. We write ‘pi = 
‘p,! I Iti H with pl anisotropic of positive dimension, ‘p: 8 K isotropic, H the hy- 
perbolic plane, and ni > 0. (If either pi is hyperbolic or ‘pi @C K is anisotropic we 
terminate the sequence at this point, i.e. p = i.) Now if ‘p: @ K is isotropic we 
choose a non-zero xi E V @ R with (cpi @ K)(xi) = 0. Let Xi have degree u’i 2 0. 
As in Lemma 1.3, taking u = xi, construct ci = ((pi)(vd,) and $l such that ‘p; 2: 
Ci(l,-~)l$(.Thendefinepi+l =bci(l,-a)I$,IIniH. 
Observe that ‘p; I 2H 21 pi I c;( 1, -a, -b, ub) where pi = bci( 1, -a) I T/J:, and 
that pi+ 1 E pi I tti H. NOW, writing vi+ 1 = cpl,, I tZi+ 1 H with cp,‘, , anisotropic 
and Hi+ 1 > ni, we see that pi 2 cpl,, I jH where j = 0, 1, or 2 since cp( is aniso- 
tropic. If pi is anisotropic then ‘pI+, = pi and, by Lemma 1.3, we choose xi+] 
with (pI+,(xi+ 1) = 0 and degree xi+1 < d,. If pi is isotropic then ‘p:+, = (pi),, 
and dim cp,!, E {dim ‘p,! - 2, dim ‘p: - 4). Thus after finitely many steps our se- 
quence must terminate at ‘pp and we have: 
(9 P 2 1, 
(ii) vieI has positive dimension and vi ~ , is isotropic, 
(iii) either ‘pp is hyperbolic or (p:, @ K is anisotropic. 
For each i, 1 5 i < p, we have 
cp12iH--cpiI(co,cl ,..., ci_l)(l,-a,-b,ub) 
also 0 < Izi < 2i, and 1 5 v(cp @ K) < 2p where v denotes the Witt index. Ob- 
serve also that if vj is anisotropic then for each i, j < i < p, 
pj I2(i - j) H N piI(cj, . . . . ci_l)(l,-u,-b,ub). 
Note that the form (CO, cl, . , cp _ 1) (1, -a, -b, ub) is not hyperbolic since if it 
were it would contradict the fact that cp is anisotropic, cp @ K isotropic. 
A special splitting sequence thus comes together with a set of vectors 
{x0,x,,. . . ,xp_ I} and an associated form (CO, cl,. , cp_ 1)(1, -a, -b,ub). 
The definition of splitting sequence given earlier requires only that the four 
properties in the statement of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied, and so there may well be 
splitting sequences which are not special splitting sequences. 
1.6. Definition. Let cp be as in Theorem 1.1, i.e. cp is anisotropic but PK iso- 
tropic. s;(q) = min{s,(cp); 0 is a special splitting sequence for cp}. 
1.7. Proposition. Let cp be us in Theorem 1.1, i.e. ‘p is anisotropic but 9~ is iso- 
tropic. Then SK(P) = s;(p) = S,(p). 
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Proof. It is clear from the definitions that SK(P) < s;(v). 
To show that SK(V) 5 SK(P) let (T = {cps, cpt , . , . , (pp} be a splitting sequence 
for q and let s,(p) = s. Consider two consecutive forms vj, ‘pi+ 1 in the sub- 
sequence cpo,cpt, , vs. Then pj = cj(l, -a) _L $j and ‘pi+ 1 = bcj( 1, -u) I $j. If 
‘pi+ 1 has an isotropic vector v of degree n over K then we write U for the un- 
derlying space of bcj (1, -a) and let v = u + y where u E U and y E U I. Letting 
G be as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 we have that G(u) + y will be an isotropic 
vector of degree at most n + 1 for pj over K. Since cps has an isotropic vector of 
degree zero over K the inequality So 5 SK(P) will follow. 
Finally we must show that sX(cp) 5 SK (cp). Let { cpo, cpi , . . , (pp} be a special 
splitting sequence for cp. The proof of Lemma 1.3 shows that if cp has an isotropic 
vector v of degree n over K then cpi = (p has an isotropic vector V of degree 
< n - 1 over K. (In the notation of the lemma if we write v = U, + y then V = 
G-‘(~4,) + y.) Repeating this argument shows that for each j for which 
cpt , . . , pj _ 1 is anisotropic we have that pj has an isotropic vector of degree 
< n - j over K. In particular we may start with an isotropic vector for ‘p with 
degree SK(P) over K and construct a special splitting sequence o for cp. Then 
s,,(p) 5 SK(P) so that st(cp) < SK(V) and the proof is complete. [7 
We would like to know how the splitting index of cp is related to the dimension 
of the form cp. Before we investigate this we give a couple of new definitions 
based on considering splitting sequences of minimal length. 
Let cp be anisotropic with PK isotropic. A splitting sequence (90, cpi , . . . , (pp} 
for cp will be said to have length p. The sequence is of minimal length if there does 
not exist a splitting sequence for cp with length less than p. 
A special splitting sequence of length p is of minimal length if there does not 
exist a special splitting sequence of length less than p. 
1.8. Definition. Let cp be as in Theorem 1.1, i.e. cp is anisotropic but (PK iso- 
tropic. tK(fp) = min{s,(cp); 0 is a splitting sequence of minimal length for cp}. 
1.9. Definition. Let cp be as in Theorem 1.1, i.e. cp is anisotropic but (PK iso- 
tropic. t;(p) = min{s,(cp); cr is a special splitting sequence of minimal length for 
cp>. 
We will prove soon that the minimal length of a special splitting sequence is 
the same as the minimal length of a splitting sequence and hence that tK(q) 5 
t;(p). From the definitions it is clear that SK(P) < tK(p) and s;(p) < tk(cp). We 
saw in 1.7 that SK(V) = s;(v). We have not found any more relations between 
these indices, but they could possibly all be equal. 
1.10. Proposition. Let cp and x be anisotropic quadratic forms over F with PK 
isotropic while XK anisotropic. suppose that 
PI-x~joHI(do ,..., dp_l)(l,-a,-b,ab) 
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for some p > 1, j > 0, and anisotropic form (do, . . . , dr- 1) (1, -a, -b, ab). 
Then there exists an integer 1 5 q < p, a subform (dl, . . , d,” I) of the form 
(do,. . . , dP- I), and a special splitting sequence o = {cpo, cp1, _ . , (p4} for cp with 
length q and associatedform (d{, . . . , dl_ i)(l, -a, -b,ab) for which thefollowing 
properties hold 
(0 x @ K N (p41an @ K, 
(ii) vI2iH=cpiI(d/,...,d~_,)(l,-a,-b,ab)forl <i<q, 
(iii) 2s,((p) < dimx - jo + 2. 
Proof. Clearly dim cp > dim x. Since (PK - XK there exist quadratic forms ‘p’, 
‘p”, and x’ over F such that cp Y cp’ I ‘p”, x N x’ I ‘p”, and cp’ I - x’ is aniso- 
tropic with cp’l -X’E (do,...,dPPl)(l,-a,-b,ab). Thus cp’ and x’@‘K are 
anisotropic. Also cp’ @ K is isotropic, and cp’ @ K N x’ @ K because dim ‘p’ > 
{dim(cp’ I - x’)}/2 and (cp’ I - x’)~ is hyperbolic. 
We use induction on p to show the existence of a special splitting sequence for 
cp satisfying (i) and (ii) in the statement of the proposition. 
Since cp’ @ K is isotropic we can write cp’ = CO (1, -a) I $6 for some CO E F. 
Define cpi = bco(l, -a) I$; I ye”. Since CO E D(cp’I - x’) we may, by (2) of 
Corollary 1.2, replace the form (do,. . . , dP_ I)( 1, -a, -b,ab) by an isometric 
form (dd, . , dd_ 1)( 1, -a, -b, ab) with dd = CO. Then it can be checked that 
cpI2H21 (PlIco(l,-a,-b,ab), and (yl),,@K-cp@K-x@K. Forp-1 
the sequence {cp, cpi} is a special splitting sequence with associated form 
CO( 1, -a, -b, ab) and it has the desired properties (i) and (ii). 
Now suppose p > 2 and assume the result is true for all integers less than p. 
Constructing cpi as above, we have that 
cpiI -~=(jo+2)Hl(d,‘,...,d~_,)(l,-a,-b,ab) 
with (d,‘, . , dd_ 1) (1, -a, -b, ab) anisotropic. Hence 
(cpl)..l -x=jiHl# ,..., d&,)(1,--a,--b,ab) 
for some integer ji > 0. 
If either cpi is hyperbolic or if (vi),, 18 K is anisotropic then {cp, cpl} is a spe- 
cial splitting sequence with associated form CO (1, -a, -b, ab). If (pi),, is of pos- 
itive dimension and (cpi),, @ K is isotropic then, by the induction hypothesis, 
there is an integer q 5 p, a subform (d/, . . , ds’ 1) of the form (d[, . . . , dd_ 1), 
and a special splitting sequence {(cpi),,, cpl, , pi} with associated form 
(d,“, . , d,” ,)(l, -a, -b, ab) satisfying x @ K P (pi),, @ K and (cpi),, I2iH z 
p(l(dr ,..., d,“,)(l,-a,-b,ab). 
Writing cpi = (cpi),, I mH for an integer m and (Pi = ‘p( I mH for i = 
2,3, . , q - 1. Choosing d{ = CO we have a special splitting sequence a = 
{cp, cpi, (~2, . , (p4} with the desired properties (i) and (ii). 
Finally we should show property (iii) holds. Recall that when we defined spe- 
cial splitting sequences we observed that if {cpe, . . . , p,} is a special splitting se- 
quence and vj is anisotropic then, for each i, j < i < r, 
pjI2(i-j)HzyiI(cj,...,ci_l)(l,-a,-b,ab) 
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In particular, for the above special splitting sequence 0, we have Y = q. Taking 
j = s,(p) - 1, i = q, we see that v((pq) 5 2(q - sO(cp) + 1). Since q 5 p and 
v((pq) = ~(cp 8 K) we have the inequality 
2%((p) i2p-v(cp@K)+2. 
Also ‘pl -~“joHI(do,...,d~_~)(l,-a,-b,ab) implies that dimcp+ 
dim x = 2jo + 4p so that 4p = 2 dim x + 2 Y((P @ K) - 2jo. This, together with 
the above inequality, yields (iii). q 
1.11. Proposition. Let cp be an anisotropic quadratic form over F with (PK iso- 
tropic. Then there exists an anisotropic form x over F with XK anisotropic, an in- 
teger p 2 1, an anisotropic form (do, . . . , dP_ i)(l, -a, -b, ab) over F, and a se- 
quence o = {‘p = cpo, cp1, , Q,} which is a special splitting sequence of minimal 
length p and with associatedform (do, . . . , dP _ 1) (1, -a, -b, ab) such that 
‘pl -~=joHI(do,...,d~-~)(l,-a,-b,ab) forsomejo>O, 
dim x = dim(cpK),,, 
2SK((P)<2tk((P)Idimx-j0+2. 
Proof. Let {(p, cpi , . . . , (pp} be a special splitting sequence of minimal length p 
and with associated form (CO, cl, . , cp _ 1) (1, -a, -b, ab). We have that 
cpI2pH_cp,l(co,ci ,..., c,_,)(l,-a,-b,ab). 
The associated form above is not hyperbolic but may be isotropic. By the argu- 
ment given in the proof of Corollary 1.2 we can ‘reduce’ (CO, cl,. . . , cp _ 1) until 
we obtain 
(co,ci ,..., c,_1)(1,-a,-b,ab)=2gHI(do,dl,..., d,_l)(l,-a,-b,ab) 
for some g 2 0, some q, 1 < q 5 p, and with (do, dl, . , d4- I)( 1, -a, -b, ab) 
being anisotropic. 
Let x = ((~p)~~ and let jo = dimx + V((pK) + 2g - 2p. Then we have 
‘pl -x-joHI(do,... , d4_ 1) (1, -a, -b, ab) and jo > 0. Now, by 1.10, there is 
a special splitting sequence (T for cp of length r where r < q and whose associated 
form is a subform of (do,. . . , dy _ 1). The minimality of p implies p = q = r which 
meansthatg=Oand(c~,ci,... ,+I) y (do,...,d,-l).Nowt~(cp) Ls,(cp)and 
so, using (iii) of 1.10, we have 
2sK((p)<2ti(9)<dimx-j0+2. 0 
We can now list a number of consequences of the last two propositions. We use 
the notation of these propositions. 
1.12. Corollary. Let cp and x satisfy the conditions in the statement of 1.11. Let 
m=dim(cpi -x)=2jo+4p. 
Zf m E 0 (mod 4) then sK((p) < th(cp) < [(dimx + 2)/2]. rf m E 2 (mod 4) 
then SK(v) I ti,(cp) I [(dimx + 1)/2]. 
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Proof. This follows from the last part of 1.11 because jo > 0 always, and jo 2 1 
when m = 2 (mod 4). 0 
1.13. Corollary. Let cp be anisotropic with FK isotropic. Let V be the underlying 
space of cp. Then there exists a non-zero vector w in V 8 R, where n = 
[(dimcp - 1)/2] for which OK = 0. 
Proof. Let x be as in 1.11. The result follows from 1.12 since SK(P) = SK(P), 
dim~~dimcp-4ifm~O(mod4)anddim~~dimcp-2ifmr2(mod4) 
where m = dim cp + dim x. q 
1.14. Corollary. Let cp be anisotropic with PK isotropic. The minimal length of a 
special splitting sequence for cp equals the minimal length of a splitting sequence for 
cp and hence tK(p) < t;(p). 
Proof. Let g = {cpo, cpi , . . . , pp} be a splitting sequence for cp and suppose p is 
minimal, i.e. there is no splitting sequence for p of length less than p. Now 
cpl2pHp (pp~(co,c1,. . . , cp_ 1) (1, -a, -b, ab) for some non-zero elements 
CO,Cl,... , cp _ 1 of F. In the same manner as the proof of 1.11 we can construct a 
special splitting sequence for ‘p of length q < p and any such sequence has length 
q = p. It follows that tK(cp) 5 t;(p). q 
1.15. Corollary. We use the notation of 1.11. 
(1) If p = 1, p being the minimal length of a splitting sequence for cp, then 
SK(P) = k((P) = t;(P) = 1. 
(2) Ifu((p~) = 1 then so = k(p) = t;(q). 
(3) Ifp = (dimcp - 1)/2 then SK(V) = tK(p) = tk(cp) = p. 
Proof. (1) Immediate from the above. 
(2) Let v(cp~) = 1 and s,(p) be the length of the sequence 0. If n is a special 
splitting sequence of minimal length then 1.14 implies that SK(P) I tK(q) 5 
t;(p) 5 so(p) from which equality follows. 
(3) If p = (dimcp - 1)/2 then cp has odd dimension and 1.11 implies that 
u(cp~) = 1 and the result follows from (2). 0 
1.16. Corollary. We use the notation of 1.11. 
If the discriminant of cp is trivial then dim x # 2. If the discriminant of ‘p is trivial 
and dim cp = 6 then dim x = 4. 
Proof. This follows by taking the discriminant of each side of the equation 
cpl -x~joHl(do ,..., d,_l)(l,-a,-b,ab). q 
2. EXAMPLES AND COUNTER-EXAMPLES 
Let cp be an anisotropic quadratic form over F which becomes isotropic over 
K, the function field of a conic (1, -a, -b). Note that necessarily dim cp > 3. (Use 
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for instance (2) of 1.2. It also follows from 1.13.) In the 1970’s T.Y. Lam raised the 
question, see [LAM89, p. 271, as to whether or not cp necessarily contains a scalar 
multiple of (1, -a, -b) as a subform. The next lemma shows that the question is 
equivalent to asking whether or not the splitting index SK(P) = 1. 
2.1. Lemma. Let cp be an anisotropic quadratic form over F with $,K being iso- 
tropic. Then cp contains a scalar multiple of (1, -a, -b) as a subform if and only if 
SK(p) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose that cp z d( 1, -a, -b) _L cp’ for some d E F and some quadratic 
form ‘p’ over F. Then the underlying space I/ of ‘p must contain mutually or- 
thogonal vectors ~0, ~1, and ~12 such that cp(wo) = d, cp(vl) = -ad, and ‘p(2r2) = 
-bd. Consider the vector ‘u = 7~2 + zle s + WI t E V @ RI. One easily calculates 
that (pK(U) = (p(‘u2) + &D(VO) -t- t2p(q) = 0. Hence, by 1.7, SK(q) = SK(p) = 1. 
Conversely let SK(p) = 1 and let cpo, cpi , . . . , ‘pp be a splitting sequence for cp 
with cpi isotropic. Then ‘p = cpo N cg( 1, -u) I $0 and (pi 2~ bco( 1, -a) I $10 for 
some CO E F and some form $0 over F. Since cpi is isotropic over F while cp is 
anisotropic, the form $0 must represent -bco(x2 - ay2) # 0 for some x, y in F. 
Hencecp- co(x2 -ay2)(1,-a)I(-bco(x2 -ay2))I~forsomeform~overF. 
(Here we have used the fact that (1, -a) is a multiplicative form!) Thus cp con- 
tains c0(x2 - ay2)( 1, -a, -b) as a subform. q 
Lam’s question was shown to have a positive answer for forms of dimension 
< 4 by Shapiro [SHAP74] but soon after that Wadsworth produced a 5-dimen- 
sional counter example. See [LAM89, p. 271. The question lay dormant until 1989 
and the work of Merkurjev [MERK92] on the u-invariant, where it was shown 
that Lam’s question has a positive answer for 6-dimensional Albert forms. 
(Recall that cp is an Albert form if dim cp = 6 and the discriminant d+ (cp) = 1.) 
Merkurjev’s results caused Lam to raise the question again in [LAM89, 6.51. 
Merkurjev’s proof used Riemann-Roth. Leep obtained a quadratic-form proof 
based on the Cassels-Pfister subform theorem, cf. [LAM89, 4.101. We will show 
how these results, and some new results on Lam’s question, can all be obtained 
from the viewpoint of splitting sequences. 
2.2. Proposition. Let cp be an anisotropic form over F with PK isotropic. 
(i) Zf dimcp < 4 then sK(‘p) = 1. 
(ii) Ifdimcp = 6 and d*(cp) = 1, (i.e. ifv 1s an Albertform), then sK((p) = 1. 
(iii) If F is a$eldfor which Z3(F) is torsion-free and ifthe conic (1, -a, -b) is 
indeJinite with respect to each ordering of F then sK((p) = 1. 
(The second condition is trivially satisfied ifF is notformally real.) 
Proof. (i) This is a consequence of 1.13. 
(ii) Note that 1.16 and 1.12 together imply that SK(p) I 2. By considering the 
Witt invariant we can do better. 
Let ~0, ~1,. . . , ‘pp be a splitting sequence for an anisotropic form cp for which 
PK is isotropic. Notice that dim (pi = dim ‘p for each i = 1,2, . . , p and d* pi = 
d* p for each i = 1,2,. . . ,p. Thus if cp is an Albert form then each cpi, i = 
1,2, . , p, is an Albert form. Let c(p) denote the Witt invariant of ‘p. (Recall that 
c(q) is the element of the 2-component of the Brauer group B(F) given by the 
Clifford algebra of cp when ‘p has even dimension, and by the even part of the 
Clifford algebra when cp has odd dimension.) Observe that c(cpi) = 
(a,b) @ C(Pi-1) in B(F) for each i = 1,2,. ,p where (a,b) is the element of 
B(F) corresponding to the quaternion algebra (a, b)F. Note that c( (1, -a, -b)) = 
(a, b). Hence we have 
c(v) = c(v2) = ... = c((pp); C(cpl) = c((p3) = . . . = C(‘p@) 
if p is even. 
C(P) = c((P2) = ..’ = c(‘pp- 1); c(cp1) = c(cp3) = ... = c((pp) 
if p is odd. 
By Jacobson’s theorem, [LAM89, theorem 3.61, two Albert forms are isometric 
(up to a scalar multiple) if and only if they have the same Witt invariant. Com- 
paring invariants we see that ‘p N ‘pP (up to a scalar multiple) if p is even while 
cpi Y ‘pP _ 1 (up to a scalar multiple) if p is odd. The first of these two cases is im- 
possible since cp is anisotropic while ‘pP is isotropic. Hence we have cpi isotropic 
and.rK(p) = 1. 
(iii) By 1.11 there exists a form x with XK anisotropic and such that cp -L - x P 
joHl(do,di,... , dp)( 1, -a, 4, ub) for some do, . . . , dp E F. The condition on 
the conic implies that (1, -a, -b, ub) is a torsion form and together with Z3(F) 
being torsion-free this implies that, for some d E F, 
cpl -,y”jlHId(l,- a, -b,ub). Then sK((p) = 1 by 1.10. 0 
2.3. Remark. Let ~0, (pi,. . . , pp be a splitting sequence for an anisotropic form 
cp for which VK is isotropic. If (1, -a, -b) is indefinite with respect to an ordering 
P of F then it is easy to see that 
sig, cp = sig, cpi = . . . = sig, ipp 
i.e. the signature at P is the same for each cpi. When Z3(F) is torsion-free the 
classification theorem of Elman and Lam, [SCHAR85, p. 911, says that quadratic 
forms over F are completely determined up to isometry by dimension, dis- 
criminant, Witt invariant, and all signatures. This gives an alternative proof of 
(iii) of 2.2. We should also remark that the condition of the conic being indefinite 
at each ordering of F is equivalent, by [ELW79, theorem 3.51, to the condition 
that each ordering of F extends to an ordering of the function field K of the 
conic. 
The viewpoint of splitting sequences also will enable us to explain Wads- 
worth’s counter-example and indeed construct counter-examples in any dimen- 
sion > 5, i.e. for m > 5 construct forms with dim ‘p = m and SK(q) > 1. 
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2.4. Lemma. Let (1, -a, -b) be an anisotropic conic over afield F and let K be 
the function field of this conic. Suppose there exists a quaternion algebra (x, Y)~ 
over F such that (x, Y)~ @ (a, b)F is a division algebra. Let cp be an anisotropic 
quadratic form over F with VK isotropic, dimcp = 5 and with Witt invariant 
c(p) = (x, y)F in B(F). Then SK(P) > 1. 
Proof. If SK(P) = 1 then there is a splitting sequence for cp with cp1 isotropic. 
Since dim(cpl),, 5 3 the Witt invariant c(cpl) is represented by the class of a 
quaternion algebra in B(F). But c(p) = (x, Y)~ so that, by the observations in 
the proof of (ii) of 2.2, c(cpl) = (x, Y)~ @ (a, b)F. This contradiction shows that 
SK(‘p)>l. q 
2.5. Wadsworth’s counter-examples. Wadsworth produced the example of 
F = Q( (x)), K = the function field of the conic (1,2, x) over F, and the form cp = 
(1 , 1 , 1,7 x, 7 x). It is easily seen that cp is anisotropic over F. Also PK is isotropic 
because it is a Pfister neighbour of the 3-fold Pfister form (( 1, 1,7 x)), the latter is 
isometric to (( 1,2, x)), and therefore clearly splits over K. To show that SK(P) > 1 
we will show that the conditions of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied. An easy calculation 
shows that c(p) = (-1, -7x),. To use 2.4 we need to show that (-1, -7x),@ 
(-2, -x)~ is a division algebra. To do this we must show that the associated 
Albert form p = (- 1, -7 x, -7 x, 2, x, 2 x) is anisotropic. See [ALB72]. Consider 
the first and second residue class forms 61,~(p) = (-1,2), and SI,~(~) = 
(-7, -7,1,2). Th ese are both anisotropic over Q and so, by a theorem of T.A. 
Springer, cf. [SCHAR85, p. 2091, p is anisotropic over F. Thus all the conditions 
of 2.4 hold and SK(P) > 1. 
Wadsworth later produced a second counter-example with F = R(x, y)((z)), 
K = the function field of the conic (1, x, z), and cp = (1, x, y, zxy, z(x + y)). This 
can also be explained in exactly the same way as the previous example. We leave 
the details to the reader. To the best of our knowledge Wadsworth did not publish 
his counter-examples and so the best reference we can give is [LAM89, p. 271. 
2.6. Higher-dimensional counter-examples. Let cp be an anisotropic quad- 
ratic form over F with (PK isotropic and with SK(P) > 1. We now describe a 
technique for ‘embedding’ cp in higher-dimensional forms so as to find forms in 
any dimension with splitting index greater than one. 
Let (1, -a, -b) be an anisotropic conic over F. Let L,, = F(xl , x2, . , x,) be a 
purely transcendental extension of F with transcendence degree II > 1. Then no 
scalar multiple of (1, -a, -b) ~31~ L,, can be a subform of (x1, x2, . . . , x,) over L,,. 
This follows from the fact that (xl, x2,. . . ,x,) is anisotropic over 
Falg(x,, x2, . . . , x,,), where F a*g is the algebraic closure of F, since (1, -a, -b)L, is 
isotropic over F(G) C Falg. 
More generally suppose that cp is an anisotropic quadratic form over F with 
(PK isotropic and SK(P) > 1. Then (PL. I (x1, x2, . . , x,) is anisotropic over L,, but 
isotropic over L, 8.~. K, where L, @F K is the function field of (1, -a, -b) over 
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L. Also SL,~~FK(PL, 1 (xl, xz, . . . , xn)) > 1 which we can see by the following 
argument using induction on n. 
Suppose ‘pL, _L (xi, x2,. . ,x,) N r(1, -a, -b) I x with r E L, and x defined 
over L,. Up to multiplication by a square we may assume that r E L, _ 1 [x,J and 
v,,,(r) = 0 or wX, (r) = 1. (Here v,~ is the discrete L, ~ t-valuation associated to 
x,). If v,~ (I) = 0 taking first residue forms yields that 
PL”_, ~(Xl,...,Xn-1) N ~l,&~(‘pL. 1 (Xl,X2,“~,%l)) 
N h,, (r(1, -a, -b) 1 x) 
- v, --a, 4 1 b,xn (XI 
where r is the residue of r in L, _ 1. Now the form on left-hand side is anisotropic 
of dimension n - 1 + dimcp and the form on right-hand side has dimension 
< n + dim cp. Therefore they must be isometric. This contradicts the induction 
hypothesis that (1, -a, -b) is not similar to a subform of (PL_, I (XI, . . . , x, - 1). 
If w,~ (r) = 1 taking first residue forms yields 
This again gives a contradiction since the left-hand side is anisotropic of dimen- 
sion n - 1 + dim cp but the right-hand side has dimension 12 - 3 + dim cp. Taking 
for cp either of the counter-examples in 2.5 we can thus construct forms of any 
given dimension m > 5 with splitting index greater than one. 
The even-dimensional examples obtained by the above construction will all 
have non-trivial discriminant. We now show how to modify the construction so 
as to obtain examples with trivial discriminant for any even dimension > 6. 
Let K be the function field of an anisotropic conic (1, -a, -b) over F and let cp 
satisfy dim cp = 2 k + 1 > 5, & (cp) = - 1, and SK(P) > 1. (We can certainly ob- 
tain such a form ‘p because any odd-dimensional form obtained by the above 
construction can always be ‘scaled’ so as to satisfy the condition &(cp) = -1.) 
Let L = F( t, u, u) be a purely transcendental extension of transcendence degree 3 
and let $ = cp I (-tu, --UZI, -vt). Then $ is anisotropic, dim$ = 2k + 4 and 
& (+) = 1. (Note that dim $ > 8 as k > 2.) If we can show that s~(~,+)((~)) ($) > 1 
then certainly SL($) > 1 since L is a subfield of F(u, v)((t)). First note that $ is 
anisotropic over F(u, w)((t)) since both the first and second residue forms are 
anisotropic by the theorem of Springer [SCHAR85, p. 2091. Now suppose that 
1c, E r(1, -a, -6) I x over F(u, w)((t)). Again, up to multiplication by a square, 
we may assume that r E F(u,u)[[t]] and that wt(r) = 0 or q(r) = 1. If q(r) = 0 
then taking first residue forms yields cp I (-raw) N T.(l, -a, -b) i S,,,(x). Since 
the forms on both left- and right-hand sides are anisotropic we can conclude, via 
Springer’s theorem again, that the two forms are isometric. This implies that 
r(l, --a, -b) is similar to a subform of cp I (--uq1) over the field F(u, w) contra- 
dicting our earlier observations. If wt(r) = 1 then taking first residue forms yields 
that cp I ( -UW) N S,,,(x) where again each of the two forms is anisotropic. Since 
the dimensions do not match we also have a contradiction in this case. 
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It is essential to have more than two transcendentals in the above construction. 
We could not produce a 6-dimensional example in the above manner. It seems 
that the 6-dimensional Albert forms really are an exceptional case. 
For all of these examples we have that the splitting index is two. We expect that 
there exist forms with any natural number s as splitting index. However it seems 
rather difficult to construct such forms. By Corollary 1.12 the dimension of such 
a form would be at least 2 s + 1. 
2.7. Remark. Finally we should point out that, for formally real fields, we 
cannot dispense with the condition in (iii) of 2.2 that the conic is indefinite at 
each ordering. We produce an example of a form cp on a formally real field F with 
Z:(F) = 0, (1, -a, 4) definite for some ordering of F, and SK(P) > 1. 
Consider the ‘counter-example’ at the end of 2.5 with the formally real field 
F = W(x, y)((z)), K = the function field of the conic (1, x, z), and the form cp = 
(l,x,Y,zxY,z(x+Y)). 
As easy calculation shows that the even part of the Clifford algebra of cp is 
M2 H where H = (-xy(x + y), -zxy), is a division algebra, and c(p) = H in 
B(F). We investigate what happens when we pass to the function field F(p) of a 
torsion 3-fold Pfister form p over F. Since sig,(p) = 0 for all orderings P of F the 
function field F(p) is formally real and all orderings of F extend to F(p) by 
[ELW79, theorem 3.51. The form cp and the conic (1, x, z) each remain anisotropic 
over F(p) because there exists an ordering of F for which both cp and (1, x, z) are 
positive-definite. Furthermore since p is a 3-fold Pfister form its Clifford algebra 
is a full matrix algebra and, therefore, applying Merkurjev’s theorem [MERK92] 
or [TIG90], the algebras H 8 F(p) and (H @ (-x, -z)~) @ F(p) will remain di- 
vision algebras. Thus replacing F by F(p) where p is a torsion 3-fold Pfister form, 
all the conditions of lemma 2.4 are still fulfilled and so SE(~) > 1 where E = 
F(p)((l>x>z)). 
In order to obtain a field with Z3 torsion-free we generically split all torsion 3- 
fold Pfister forms p over F. Systematically splitting all the torsion 3-fold Pfister 
forms and taking the limit, as below, yields a field M with Z 3 (M) torsion-free and 
SL((P) > 1 where L = M((1, x,z)). (To construct M as a limit we first construct 
inductively a chain {Fi} of fields with FO = F and F;+ 1 = the compositum of 
Fi(p) where p ranges over all torsion 3-fold Pfister forms over fi, and then take 
M = IJzs Fi.) 
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